NCAA Water Polo Boxscore (Final)
Navy (NR) vs. Pomona-Pitzer (NR)
October 7, 2017 - 7:15PM
Location: Haldeman Pool (Claremont, CA)
Weather: 79.4 Degrees and Clear

SCORING SUMMARY

**Prd Time** | **Team** | **Type** | **Scored By** | **Assist**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 7:14 | P-P | USNA | Adam Ward
2 | 3:37 | P-P | USNA | Dylan Elliott
1 | 2:14 | P-P | USNA | Keegan Coleman
2 | 7:21 | P-P | USNA | Adam Ward
2 | 6:35 | P-P | USNA | Dylan Elliott
3 | 5:02 | P-P | USNA | Mark Hallman
2 | 4:31 | USNA | EV | Bobby Lee
2 | 4:11 | P-P | USNA | Joseph Schafer
2 | 2:01 | USNA | EV | Jerald Castillo

**Prd Time** | **Team** | **Type** | **Scored By** | **Assist**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2 | 1:27 | USNA | EV | Andrew Shasin
2 | 0:57 | USNA | EV | Keegan Coleman
2 | 0:04 | USNA | P-P | Jacob Nickey
3 | 6:56 | USNA | P-P | Andrew Shasin
3 | 5:22 | USNA | P-P | Ian Bagent
3 | 4:42 | USNA | P-P | Mark Hallman
2 | 3:38 | USNA | P-P | William Lowden
3 | 1:32 | USNA | P-P | Cade Curry
4 | 5:39 | USNA | P-P | Jacob Nickey

TEAM SUMMARY

**#** | **Navy** | **Sh.** | **G** | **A** | **EXSTL**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
3 | Jack Robinson | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
4 | Alex Pecuch | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
5 | Shepherd Warren | 1 | 0 | 1 | 1
6 | Adam Ward | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0
7 | Ian Bagent | 1 | 0 | 2 | 0
8 | Gabe Gaspar | 0 | 0 | 2 | 1
9 | Conor Sullivan | 5 | 0 | 1 | 1
10 | Taylor Bernhardt | 2 | 0 | 1 | 1
11 | Matt Skowronski | 1 | 0 | 0 | 2
12 | Tyler Zimmerman | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1
13 | Hobby Wall | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
14 | Jared Castillo | 1 | 1 | 0 | 1
15 | Bobby Lee | 4 | 1 | 0 | 1
16 | Trevor Clark | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
17 | Cole Jacobs | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0
18 | Nate Reiff | 1 | 1 | 0 | 1
19 | William Lowden | 2 | 1 | 0 | 0
20 | Kevin Volko | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0
21 | Andrew Shasin | 2 | 1 | 0 | 0
22 | Jake Haines | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1
23 | Crawford Smith | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
24 | Jason Dompke | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
25 | Aiden Crouch | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
26 | Jacob Paiva | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
30 | Jesse Hauze | 2 | 1 | 0 | 0
1 | Francis Kim | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

**#** | **P-P** | **Sh.** | **G** | **A** | **EXSTL**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2 | Adam Ward | 4 | 0 | 2 | 0
3 | Max Ries | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1
4 | Riley Mangan | 3 | 1 | 0 | 2
5 | Zach Senator | 2 | 0 | 3 | 1
6 | Dylan Elliott | 4 | 2 | 0 | 1
7 | Jacob Nickey | 2 | 1 | 2 | 4
8 | Joseph Schafer | 2 | 1 | 1 | 3
9 | Noah Szukul | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1
10 | Mark Hallman | 3 | 1 | 1 | 0
11 | S.Gorcey-Biblowitz | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1
12 | Cade Curry | 1 | 0 | 1 | 3
13 | Pedro Martinez | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
14 | Adam Gross | 2 | 1 | 0 | 2
15 | Maxwell Bethel | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
16 | Keegan Coleman | 5 | 2 | 0 | 1
17 | Daniel Diemer | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1

GAME SUMMARY

**USNA** | **Category** | **P-P**
--- | --- | ---
6 | Goals | 12
25 | Shots | 30
9 | Exclusions/Penalties | 14
4 | Powerplays | 2
0 | Five-Meter Penalties | 0
0 | Misconducts | 0
1 | Yellow Cards | 1
0 | Red Cards | 0

**Sprints**

**USNA** | **W_P** | **W** | **P-P**
--- | --- | --- | ---
18 | Reiff | 1 | 13 | Curry
17 | Reiff | 3 | 15 | Gross
17 | Volkov | 4 | 15 | Gross

**Timeouts**

**Team** | **Type** | **Period** | **Time**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Navy | Full | 2 | 7:21
Navy | Full | 2 | 3:31
Pomona-Pitzer | Full | 2 | 0:13
Pomona-Pitzer | Full | 3 | 3:58
Navy | Full | 4 | 2:42

EXCLUSION SUMMARY

**Prd Time** | **Team** | **Type** | **Exclusion On** | **Type**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 4:26 | P-P | 13 | Currie
1 | 1:42 | USNA | 8 | Gaspar
1 | 0:51 | USNA | 7 | Bagent
2 | 7:04 | P-P | 7 | Niskey
2 | 5:06 | USNA | 10 | Bernhardt
2 | 4:51 | P-P | 5 | Senator
2 | 4:04 | P-P | 12 | Gorcey-Biblowitz
2 | 3:33 | P-P | 4 | Mangan

**Prd Time** | **Team** | **Type** | **Exclusion On** | **Type**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2 | 2:24 | P-P | 8 | Schaffer
2 | 1:33 | P-P | 8 | Schaffer
2 | 0:51 | P-P | 17 | Coleman
3 | 7:09 | USNA | 3 | Robinson
3 | 7:00 | USNA | 18 | Reiff
3 | 6:16 | P-P | 8 | Schaffer
3 | 5:32 | P-P | 15 | Gross
3 | 5:02 | P-P | 4 | Mangan

**Prd Time** | **Team** | **Type** | **Exclusion On** | **Type**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
3 | 3:49 | P-P | 7 | Niskey
3 | 1:41 | USNA | 14 | Castelli
3 | 1:41 | USNA | 5 | Waren
4 | 6:43 | USNA | 7 | Bagent
4 | 2:52 | USNA | 11 | Skowronski
4 | 2:43 | P-P | 2 | Ward
4 | 0:15 | P-P | 9 | Szukul

Card: [USNA - 3 | Robinson - Yellow - 5:02/2] [P-P | 4 | Mangan - Yellow - 3:31/2]
Win: Loss:

Official's Signatures:

http://www.thefosh.net/admin/boxscore.php?gameid=3715
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